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Abstract—This paper tackles the topic of siting intermittent
renewable energy assets, e.g., wind and solar PV. For this
purpose, an integer programming formulation is devised to
leverage spatiotemporal complementarity of dispersed renewable
resources in selecting the most suitable locations for electricity
generation. The applicability of the model, designed to make use
of vast amounts of climatological data across large geographical
scopes, is tested on a five-year horizon case study of Europe
and North Africa, including 4,500 potential deployment sites.
Results show that the method identifies deployment patterns
drastically reducing the intermittent feed-in variability, as well as
the probability of low-generation events. In addition, it is shown
that, under a complementarity-based siting strategy, the length
of periods with firm supply from intermittent sources increases
up to three times compared to more conservative approaches
relying on generation potential maximization.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, power systems have often featured promi-
nently in climate and decarbonization policies, and the large-
scale deployment of renewable energy sources (RES) for
electricity production has been proposed as a means of decar-
bonizing economies and societies. However, widely available
RES, e.g. solar or wind, are inherently variable on time scales
ranging from minutes to years, which greatly complicates
power systems operations and planning procedures.
The co-optimization of generation and transmission ex-
pansion has received increased attention in recent years [1],
[2], [3], but proper siting of RES is usually disregarded or
candidate sites are selected heuristically at best. This prac-
tice may prove problematic, since locations most favorable
to the system tend to be left out and the full benefits of
complementarity may not be reaped, or even properly assessed.
Indeed, modeling this complementarity in traditional power
system tools is somewhat complicated as it requires capturing
correlations between different sites on various time scales.
Hence, considering correlations using chance constraints and
stochastic scenarios is usually impractical. Finally, typical
generation and transmission expansion models require system
data, which is usually available only to centralized planners,
e.g. transmission or system operators, and not to merchant
planners interested in developing RES sites.
This paper proposes a methodology exploiting large cli-
matological datasets, e.g. climate reanalysis datasets typically
provided by government agencies or public research insti-
tutes, which combine in situ measurements, remote sensing
observations and numerical simulations, to both assess the
complementarity between RES in space and time and select
those sites that would minimize the probability of simultane-
ous low-production events or that of unserved demand. The
site selection process builds upon the concept of critical time
windows introduced in our previous work [4], which makes
it possible to provide an accurate, time-domain and chrono-
logical description of low-probability RES states. The current
methodology can be seen as a preliminary step in long-term
planning studies, as it enables the identification of promising
candidate sites to be further investigated in refined generation
and transmission expansion assessments. Moreover, as this
methodology does not require any proprietary power system
data typically available only to transmission or system opera-
tors, it can be readily leveraged by merchant planners seeking
to develop new RES sites with the intention of providing
system-level services. The framework relies on an optimization
model, formulated as an integer linear program. The model
has desirable computational properties in that it affords high-
quality convex relaxations, and thus lends itself well to the
use of branch-and-bound solvers. As a result, hundreds or
thousands of candidate locations and several years of data with
hourly time resolution can be screened at once, which is hardly
possible with existing transmission planning tools. Finally,
this paper develops a case study highlighting the deployment
patterns favored by the methodology, evaluating the aggregate
statistical properties of optimal locations sets, and comparing
them with, e.g., the properties of those locations sets that
would maximize electricity production. The impact of model
parameters on solution quality and computational performance
is also discussed.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II reviews
related works and highlights how this paper contributes to
the literature. Then, section III introduces the integer linear
program at the core of the methodology and discusses some
of its properties, before results are presented in section IV.
Finally, section V concludes the paper, along with future work
avenues.
II. RELATED WORKS
On the one hand, complementarity of dispersed renewable
resources at different time scales, as an outcome of the spatial
distribution of production sites over arbitrary geographical
scopes, has received increasing attention in the literature
[5], yet few methodologies are capable of leveraging large
2datasets in order to study and maximize complementarity
among candidate RES sites in a systematic and optimal
fashion. Probably the most widespread approach in studying
this topic is represented by statistical tools. For instance,
percentile ranking [6], correlation coefficients [7], [8], [9] or
custom scalar indicators [10] have been all used to evaluate
complementarity on geographical scopes ranging from regions
(e.g., Ontario, Canada) to countries (e.g., Britain, China) and
continents (e.g., Europe). In addition, similar studies rely on
principal component [11], [12] or frequency-domain analyses
[13], [14] to investigate the potential smoothing of wind or
solar PV output over arbitrary geographical scopes. Lastly,
the use of dimensionless indicators derived from information
embedded in the resource data (e.g., capacity factors of a given
technology) has been proposed as well in other works [15],
[16].
On the other hand, a growing body of literature has in-
vestigated the siting of RES generation assets, but no model
is known to have approached this topic from a resource
complementarity standpoint over large spatial and temporal
horizons. In [17], Wu et al. propose an integer formulation
for siting wind generation in southern and eastern Africa
such that the maximum hourly residual demand over a full
year is minimized. However, the scalability of the proposed
method is limited by a dense coefficient matrix appearing in its
formulation (and storing hourly capacity factor values at each
location). Cetinay et al. [18] tackle the joint sizing and siting
of wind assets by solving a linear program maximizing wind
feed-in over a given time horizon. While the method does take
into account the impact of network constraints in establishing
the locations of new generation units, it does not consider the
potential impact of a highly variable wind resource. Siting
wind and solar PV units is also tackled in [19], [20], [21],
where RES siting is achieved by minimizing hourly residual
demand through a linearly constrained quadratic program.
Similarly to the method proposed in [17], these models are
found not to scale up well because of a dense coefficient
matrix in the objective function. In addition, it is worth noting
that the proposed least squares formulation assumes supply
shortage and curtailment to be symmetric in terms of system
value. Pereira et al. [22] propose an algorithm minimising the
residual demand variance, therefore providing stable operating
conditions for conventional power plants. The siting procedure
is formulated as a linear program with only six potential
locations for wind generation deployment. MacDonald et al.
[23] propose a cost-minimization framework for generation
and transmission expansion planning, in which siting of RES
is based solely on the resource potential within a high-
resolution grid. However, no consideration is given to resource
complementarity. An additional publication [24] proposes an
integrated sizing and siting approach of solar PV generation
units in distribution grids. The problem is formulated as an
MINLP minimizing total system cost and recast as an MILP
to ensure tractability. Nevertheless, the underlying network is
pre-defined, with no possibility of grid expansion, while siting
of generation is limited to existing locations. Shu et al. [25]
propose a joint optimization of generation and transmission
sizing and siting decisions formulated as a two-stage problem
in which, at first, transmission asset routing is conducted via
dynamic programming (DP), before an MILP framework is
employed to solve the sizing problem of both generation units
and transmission lines.
III. MODEL
This section starts by reviewing the framework of critical
time windows [4], before introducing a procedure to construct
a sparse representation of raw resource data and discussing an
optimization model exploiting it.
A. Critical Time Windows
The proposed model builds upon the concept of critical time
windows [4], which provides a systematic procedure to assess
the spatiotemporal complementarity that may exist between a
given set of geographical locations. More precisely, in this
framework, time series of renewable resource signals, e.g.
wind speeds or solar irradiance values, are first converted
into capacity factor time series, which are then split into a
set of (overlapping) time windows of fixed length. Then, for
each location, the signal quality is evaluated over the duration
of each window by means of a metric of choice, and the
location is labelled as non-critical over a given time window
if the value returned by the metric satisfies a pre-specified
quality criterion. Finally, for each time window, the number of
non-critical locations determines whether this time window is
counted as system-wide non-critical. Thus, broadly speaking,
a time window is considered to be system-wide non-critical
when most locations experience good signal quality over its
duration. In other words, locations are considered complemen-
tary if they experience simultaneous low-production events
very rarely.
In essence, this approach relies on three key parameters
to produce a binary classification of time windows from
which spatiotemporal complementarity is assessed. The first
parameter is the time window duration. The second parameter
is the local criticality threshold, which characterises whether
a location is critical over the duration of a time window.
The third parameter is the global criticality threshold, which
defines the number of locations that must be non-critical for a
time window to be counted as system-wide non-critical. The
first two parameters are used to construct a sparse representa-
tion of the original resource data, which is then embedded in
an optimization problem along with the third parameter.
B. Resource Data Matrix
The procedure to construct a sparse representation of the
resource data, which takes advantage of the critical windows
framework and is applicable to any resource type, is presented
generically in the following.
Let L, |L| = L, denote the set of locations considered.
For each location l ∈ L, let sl ∈ RT+ be a column vector
representing a resource signal of length T , e.g. a wind speed
time series. In addition, let f : RT+ 7→ [0, 1]T denote a
transfer function expressing the conversion efficiency of a
given technology and mapping raw resource data to capacity
3factors. Let ul ∈ [0, 1]T be a column vector representing a
time series of capacity factors, such that ul = f(sl), and let
U ∈ [0, 1]T×L be the associated capacity factor matrix, that
is, U = [u1, . . . ,uL].
Then, capacity factor time series are split into time windows
and the signal quality is measured over each of them. Let
δ denote the time window length and let W be the number
of time windows that can be extracted from time series of
length T . Moreover, let Qδ : [0, 1]T×L 7→ [0, 1]W×L denote
a function returning a matrix Q ∈ [0, 1]W×L whose entries
measure the signal quality for each location and over each
window. In particular, if the signal quality over a time window
is measured in terms of its average value, Qδ can be readily
expressed as a linear operator, namely the band matrix Sδ ∈
{0, 1/δ}W×T , such that Sδ1T = 1T and Q = SδU .
Finally, for each location, the signal quality over each
window is compared with a reference value, namely the
local criticality threshold, to assess whether the location is
critical. The local criticality threshold may be location and
time-dependent, in which case its values populate a matrix
R ∈ [0, 1]W×L. Now, let C : RW×L × RW×L 7→ {0, 1}W×L
be a mapping such that, for arbitrary matrices A,B ∈ RW×L




0 if Aij < Bij
1 otherwise .
The resource data matrix D ∈ {0, 1}W×L is then obtained as
D = C(Q,R),
with entries Dwl = 1 if location l is non-critical over window
w. If the local criticality threshold is only location or time-
dependent, R reduces to rank-1 matrices RL = 1W rTL and
RW = rW1
T
L , where rL and rW denote column vectors
storing location and time-dependent local criticality threshold
values, respectively. For instance rW may be expressed as a
function of the electricity load in the region spanned by L.
The D matrix will usually be much sparser than the capacity
factor matrix U , while still encoding much of the relevant
information contained in the latter. This can be explained by
observing that relevant information pertains to the occurrence
of low-production events at individual locations throughout
the time horizon of interest, which can be accurately captured
by binary values. The sparsity property of D will prove
particularly key for the optimization model discussed next.
C. Optimization Model
Let x ∈ {0, 1}L be a column vector representing a deploy-
ment pattern, that is, xl = 1 if location l has been selected
for deployment and xl = 0 otherwise. Then, each entry zw of
z = Dx indicates the number of selected locations that are
non-critical over the corresponding window w. Recall that,
in the critical windows framework, whether a window w is
counted as system-wide non-critical specifically depends on
the value of zw. Indeed, if it is greater than the value of
the global criticality threshold c, the window is classified as
non-critical. Thus, given D, c and x, it is straightforward
to evaluate which windows are system-wide non-critical. Let
y ∈ {0, 1}W be a column vector, with yw = 1 indicating that
window w is non-critical. These ideas are summarised by the
logical statement [zw ≥ c]⇒ [yw = 1].
Now, an optimization model addressing the RES siting




s.t. Dx ≥ cy,
1TLx = n,
x ∈ {0, 1}L, y ∈ {0, 1}W .
The objective function, which is maximized, simply expresses
the sum of all time window variables. The Dx ≥ cy con-
straints define the binary classification of time windows for a
given deployment pattern, whereas the cardinality constraint
1TLx = n ensures that exactly n locations are selected. Thus,
this optimization model can be interpreted as selecting n
locations that maximize the number of non-critical events,
which is equivalent to minimizing the empirical probability
of observing simultaneous low-production events.
Model (1) is an integer linear program, which generally
belongs to the class of NP-hard problems. Much of the
challenge with integer programs lies in providing a formu-
lation whose linear programming relaxation has a feasible
set that closely approximates the convex hull of the integer
feasible set, also known as the integer hull. In particular,
if the coefficient matrix is totally unimodular and the right-
hand side is an integer vector, the feasible set of the linear
programming relaxation and the integer hull coincide [26].
Thus, in such cases, solving a linear programming relaxation
of the integer program is equivalent to solving the original
problem. Unfortunately, in general, the coefficient matrix of
(1) will not be totally-unimodular. However, the proposed
formulation exhibits other desirable properties. Firstly, the
problem size scales linearly with the number of windows and
locations considered. Secondly, the classification constraints
can be interpreted as a rounded version of traditional big-M
constraints [27], thus providing a stronger formulation. Finally,
as a result of the sparsity of D, the coefficient matrix will
usually be sparse, and linear programming relaxations will
be easy to solve. Thus, this model lends itself well to the
application of exact methods like branch-and-bound, which
constructs a series of mixed-integer relaxations of the original
problem to produce high-quality suboptimal solutions with
associated bounds.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, the methodology detailed in Section III, as
well as its applicability in a power system planning context,
will be illustrated through a large-scale example with 4,400
locations as potential deployment sites across an area including
mainland Europe, Iceland (from hereafter Europe) and North
Africa above the 28th parallel and five years of resource data at
hourly resolution retrieved from the ERA5 reanalysis database
[28]. Two potential electricity generation technologies (i.e.,
wind and solar PV) are considered, whose transfer functions









Fig. 1. Renewable generation asset deployment scheme associated with the proposed resource complementarity strategy. Grey dots depict the set of potential
deployment locations, while the blue and red ones represent the selected wind and solar PV locations, respectively.
from raw resource to power output are retrieved from the
aerodyn SCD 8.0/168 wind turbine and the TrinaSolar Tallmax
M solar module, respectively. The assessment is made for a
time window length (δ) of 1 hour, a time-dependent local
criticality threshold (α), which is proportional to the aggregate
load signal across the considered regions and, lastly, a global
criticality threshold (c) of 3. The objective of this optimisation
problem is to select n = 50 locations such that the occurrence
of low-production events throughout the geographical domain
is minimised. The model is run in Python 3.6 on a workstation
running under CentOS, with an 18-core Intel Xeon Gold 6140
CPU clocking at 2.3 GHz and 256 GB RAM, using Gurobi
8.1 [29] as solver. The model and input data are available at
[30].
The plot in Figure 1 shows the distribution of n = 50
wind and solar PV generation assets across Europe and North
Africa. At a first glance, it can be observed that the selected
sites are fairly distributed across the map, with full longitude
and latitude ranges being exploited, an aspect that supports
the ability of the proposed method to capture RES com-
plementary regimes. Selected European locations, including
the ones exploiting the superior and complementary wind
resource of Iceland, are mostly located above the 50th parallel
(e.g., in the Norwegian, North and Baltic Sea basins, as well
as surrounding the British Isles). Nevertheless, wind sites
are also deployed in Southern Europe, in a band stretching
from the Iberian Peninsula to the Black Sea. Six additional
wind deployments are found in North Africa, yet the most
interesting outcome in this region is related to the distribution
of solar PV assets. In the case of the latter, it can be seen that
the entire longitudinal width is exploited in an attempt to use
the underlying resource for load-matching purposes across the
considered regions. Another interesting distribution pattern can
be observed for wind deployments, most of which are located
offshore given the superior wind quality over such sites.
In order to assess the benefits of the proposed RES de-
ployment methodology leveraging complementary resource
patterns (i.e., COMP), three additional deployment schemes
are evaluated with respect to a set of statistical and eco-
nomic indicators. A first such siting scheme follows a more
conventional approach often found in power system planning
strategies, relying on maximising the generation potential of
the same number of production units (PROD) over the time
horizon of interest. Another deployment strategy investigated
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Fig. 2. Assessment of the four proposed deployment strategies (COMP,
PROD, RAND, NSEA) based on (a) the cumulative distribution function of the
aggregated output, and (b) the potential of firm power generation provision,
defined with respect to an arbitrary generation threshold.
for comparative purposes (RAND) relies on the random selec-
tion of n sites across the considered region. Finally, a more
familiar deployment strategy in the power system community
(NSEA) selects the same number of generation sites solely
within the North Sea basin, in accordance to already existing
proposals [31].
Figure 2 provides a first glimpse on the benefits of the
proposed deployment strategy (COMP) on power systems,
compared to the three other approaches previously introduced
(PROD, RAND, NSEA). The subplot on top displays the cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) of the aggregate signals
associated with each of the four siting strategies. Considering
the scope of the proposed methodology, i.e., minimising the
probability of simultaneous low-production events, one seeks
a deployment scheme whose associated CDF left-hand tail
shifts towards right. On the one hand, the two strategies
relying on high-yield deployments (PROD and NSEA) appear
to be similar in terms of maximum generation potential,
yet the former provides visibly better results on the low-
generation side of the plot. On the other hand, randomly
selecting deployment locations (RAND) does not seem to be
beneficial. Even though a visible gain is observed on the left-
hand side tail of the distribution, compared to the NSEA case,
the corresponding generation potential is drastically reduced.
The COMP scheme shows up as a trade-off between the two
situations. Compared to the high-yield schemes, substantial
improvement is observed on the low-generation side of the
CDF, while the effect on the maximum generation potential
of such a strategy is limited. In other words, the proposed
methodology enables the identification of generation sites
such that the periods of RES supply shortage are minimal.
Another outcome of this siting strategy is depicted in the
subplot on the bottom, which depicts the occurrence count
of events of various lengths with uninterrupted supply above
a pre-specified threshold (or firm generation events). In the
case at hand, a firm generation event is defined considering
an electricity supply lower bound of 30% of the maximum
production potential. Again, the COMP scheme proves to
outperform all other ones, with several time windows of more
than 1,000 hours of firm capacity (one of which reaching 3,000
hours) being identified, compared to the PROD case, with only
one such instance.
Figure 3 depicts, for all deployment schemes, the box plots
of the aggregate signal resulted from the summation of the
output at each selected location and the subsequent hourly
grouping, for six hours throughout the day, from 6AM to
9PM. The results show two interesting outcomes in favor of
the COMP scheme. First, the spread of the aggregate output
is significantly reduced, compared to the more production-
oriented PROD and NSEA strategies, whose distribution for
any hour of the day among the ones considered varies from
virtually zero to maximum potential. A second outcome is
strongly related to the findings in Figure 2. It appears that
under the COMP scheme, for most of the investigated hours,
there is at least one fifth of the generation potential available
at any point in time.
Table I summarizes additional analyses conducted on the
four deployment strategies. Two classes of indicators can
be identified in this evaluation. Initially, a purely statistical
assessment of the aggregate time series is carried on and
a first glance at standard metrics shows interesting results.
For instance, even though the mean of the aggregate signal
over the five study years is higher for the output-oriented
cases, i.e., PROD and NSEA (as expected, since locations
with best resource potential are selected), the associated vari-
ance is reduced more than five-fold when production sites
are selected as to maximise resource complementarity. A
more meaningful statistical metric for power system purposes
computes the difference between the signal mean and its
standard deviation (thus expressing a proxy for the average
stable feed-in available at any point in time) and implies
competitive resource quality for the COMP case, compared to
the PROD scheme. Next, (Pi) represents the ith percentile of
the underlying aggregate signal. Of particular interest in the
present study focusing on the occurrence of low-generation
events are the first and the fifth percentiles. In both cases, the
scores corresponding to the COMP strategy clearly outperform
the other ones. A similar indicator (Li) is defined as the
occurrence count within the same two percentiles (i.e., first
and fifth) of the first difference computed on the aggregate
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Fig. 3. Box plots of aggregate output grouped by selected hours for the four different deployment scheme considered (COMP, PROD, RAND, NSEA). The
green bar represents the median of the associated time series, while the blue box spans between the 25th and the 75th percentiles. Red crosses depict outliers,
i.e., data points found at distances larger than ±2.7σ from the mean.
TABLE I
NUMERICAL RESULTS OF THE COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN THE FOUR SELECTED DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES.
σ2 µ µ - σ Pi Li Rt Ri
1 5 1 5 10% 20% 30%
[-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [Me] [Me] [Me] [Me]
COMP 25.19 21.84 16.82 11.43 13.86 24756 43807 33.45 1.76 4.02 6.55
PROD 138.65 29.51 17.72 5.88 10.17 17270 41742 45.35 1.34 3.55 6.40
RAND 25.99 12.62 7.52 4.42 5.83 19876 39083 19.12 0.75 1.79 3.03
NSEA 201.25 28.59 14.41 2.61 5.83 15967 39483 43.90 0.81 2.44 4.86
signals. Essentially, regardless of the considered threshold (i.e.,
L1. L5), there are more occurrences of low-amplitude hourly
variations reported in the COMP scheme than in any of the
three alternatives.
Furthermore, an additional indicator is used in order to
evaluate the economic value of the proposed siting methodol-
ogy. First, the total revenue potentially obtained from energy-
only transactions considering an electricity price time series
corresponding to the Central Western Europe (CWE) area
during the same time horizon [32] is computed. As probably
expected, given the corresponding location selection criteria,
the total revenues associated with the PROD and NSEA
deployment schemes are highest. Nevertheless, characteristic
generation peaks (observed in Figure 3) could often end up
being curtailed due to network constraints, therefore limiting
the overall economic gains. Thus, a second, low-generation
regime revenue is hereby defined as the cumulative earnings
made solely from low-production events. In the example at
hand, the ceiling defining a low-generation event varies from
10% to 30% of the maximum output level. In this case, it
can be seen how a distribution scheme leveraging resource
complementarity outperforms all other deployment schemes
considered.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper proposes a methodology exploiting large climato-
logical datasets to assess complementarity between renewable
resource signals across space and time in systematic and
computationally-efficient fashion and to select generation sites
minimising probability of simultaneous low-production events.
Such a tool, that can screen at once thousands of candidate
locations and years of data with hourly time resolution, can
serve as preliminary step in power system expansion assess-
ments or even operational studies. The underlying model is
formulated as integer program with desirable computational
properties, i.e. its continuous relaxation corresponds to its
convex hull, and can be solved efficiently via off-the-shelf
branch-and-bound solvers. The method was applied to a large-
scale case study of Europe and North Africa, including 4,500
potential deployment sites and five years of resource data. The
results showed that the proposed methodology successfully
identifies RES deployment patterns mitigating considerably the
variablity of RES feed-in, as well as the probability of low-
generation events. Interestingly, it has also been shown that,
under such a RES deployment strategy, the length of periods
with firm RES supply above 30% capacity factor over the
aggregate signal increases up to three times (to 3,000 hours)
compared to more conservative deployment schemes relying
on generation potential maximization.
As for future work, a few research directions are of great
relevance. First, it is worth mentioning that certain instances
of the model (depending on the value of the global criticality
threshold, c) have been found computationally challenging
despite the advantageous properties the model formulation has.
In this context, development of custom solution methods to
address such instances is highly desirable. Second, the model
follows a green field approach in terms of generation assets
distribution, yet it would be of interest to assess the impact of
existing RES sites in the complementarity-based expansion of
the system. Finally, coupling the presented siting methodology
with a joint transmission and expansion planning tool would
unlock the full potential of this method to quantify the benefits
of complementarity in power system planning studies.
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